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Introduction

Testing the standard model, as has been
extensively discussed at this summer study,
is clearly one of the most important goals
of particle physios research in the next few
years. However, it is also clear that even
if ail the tests prove to be satisfied, the
standard model in itself cannot be a complete
theory because it does not explain the masses
of the various particles. A new class of
particles, the Higgs particles, are needed
for this purpose. There has been intense
theoretical activity recently concerning
these particles, i.e. the origin of the
masses in the observed particle spectrum;
technicolor and supersymmetry are among the
most favored current ideas. Both of these
models predict the existence of new classes
of particles with a characteristic mass
scale of around a TeV (± ?) • However, some
of the expected particles are much lighter
than a TeV, just as the 7r-meson is much
lighter than the typical one GeV mass scale
of tne presently seen hadrons. Some of the
predictions are summarized in Table I. Some
of these lighter particles, in the 100 to 300
GeV mass range, are beyond the masses that
can be produced by e+e" colliders in the
foreseeable future. Thus hadron-hadron
colliders with total center of mass energies
of the order of one to several TeV will play
an important role in the search for these
new parricies.

In this article, we consider in some
detail an experiment to search for a typical
member of this new 2oology, the Technieta
(n>n) , which is expected to be in the 100 to
300 GeV mass range. For the sake of concrete-
r.ess we use the predictions of the techni-
color modelsJ however, it might be better to
t:nnJe of these Considerations as an example
of the kjnd of searches that should be carried
out with the next generation of hadron-hadron
colliders, without putting too much importance
on the details of the theoretical models that
r.appen co be in fashion at this time. The
general notion of a — TeV mass scale and the
rough value of the coupling strengths of the
new mass scale to the present quarks, leptons,
and gluons seem more reliable than details
of the particular models.

Production Cross Sections and Rates

The dominant production mechanism for
the Technieta seems to be the collision of
two giuons from inside the colliding protons

Table I

Some Theoretically Predicted *Tew Heavy particles

1. Hlgga

H° Standard Model Higgs

«~. a° Mora complicated Higga

2. Suparsynmatry

3

r. ?. z. «
I lika 7. u. e. v. etc.

q liXe u. d, c, etc.

3• Tecnnicolor

(LL),

!00)

(QQ)
a
6,3

Technipiona p*. p°.

Technidileptons

TechnileptoquarJci

Tcchniata

TechnidiquarkJ

Taennihadro'n'a o T , «„

5-40 G«V

~ 70 G«V

~ ISO GeV

~ 200 GeV

- ISO GeV

- 1 TeV(00x)

4. Composite Laptons and Quarks

I

q

The cross section for this process has
been estimated by Kane and Rebbi; by Girardi,
Mery, and Sorba; and by j. teveille; and by
F. Paige at this summer study. Their results
are in good agreement. The cross sections as
a function of nip mass are shown in Fig- 1 for
hadron-hadron colliders with total center of
mass energies /s = 0.8 and 2.0 TeV. Note
that the cross sections for these gluon-gluon
induced processes are expected to be tne
same for pp and pp collisions.

To calculate production rates, we use
10 seconds for the total datataking time
and use luminosities of £* = 10-3 Cm~

2sec"i

for the /s = 0.3 Tev collider and ̂ £ = 1030
cm~2sec-l for the /s = 2 TeV collider. The
results are shown in Fig. 2. We are
encouraged by the very hign rates of 10^ to
10s total technietas produced in these
examples•
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Signature for the Detection of the Technieta

_. . . . - , ,o , /- i- The techniparticies, similar to the
,,„„„... i ™ » , ~c Lno«.w». Higgs particles, are expected to couple

preferentially to the largest mass decay
products. In the case of the Tif, the
dominant decay is thus expected to be into
a pair of top quarks:

»iT - t + t .

The t and the t quarks are expected to
hadronize and come out as two hadron jets
with 25 to 50 hadrons each. To detect and
momentum analyze each of these hadrons and
thus reconstruct the Tim mass seems like quite
a difficult task. It "seems easier to use a
finely segmented hadron calorimeter to detect
and measure the energy and momenta of the
jets as a whole and try to reconstruct the
;ec-jet effective mass, :..e. do jet-jet mass
spectroacopy.

A suitable detector for this search
would be a large solid angle all purpose
detector including a high resolution (̂  20 u)
vertex detector, a drift chamber tracking
system in a moderate magnetic field, an
electromagnetic and a finely segmented hadron
calorimeter covering close to 4ir solid angle,
and a muon detector outside. The crucial

W C^TJ ;>. i-j<u; component is the hadronic calorimeter which
has 15 cm x 15 cm towers 150 cm from the

Fig. l interaction point (i.e. about 5° x 5° cells).
A high energy jet is likely to subtend a cone
of 20° half angle so that a single jet covers
dozens of calorimeter ceils. Algorithms have
been developed by Babcock and Cutkosky that
can assign the particles (i.e. calorimeter
cells) to a particular jet and find the jet
axis with some reliability. We measure the
energy Ej_ in each ceil, -and the angle dj_

" • " _ , between the center of the i t h cell and the
TaeU«.«.l«. Seaia^ ?«iu.e.^,.w«aJj- *ez ^^. W e c a n then" calculate the total

\ energy and the momentum of the jet as:

\ yet - = Ei
P j e t ' I E , cosfl,- along the jet axis.

o(? = lo'3(i«:'1 •' N \ • Here we have made an approximation of
w* \ neglecting tht mass of the individual hadron

s hitting the i t h calorimeter cell. The mass
^ of the particle decaying into two jets then

\ is: I Y J\ "M(T1T) * (Sl+E2) ~ ( V V
N \X

N \ where S,, E,, and P., P, are the total
N N 1 i i. ^
/ v v "> energies and momenta of the two jets. For
' X N very heavy parent particles, the two jets

J»"» J T w ^^ will typically be at large angles with
y_ ,_*° .x. , "*^ each other (i.e. back to back). In this
*-'iO =<- i«t."" ^ case, the resolution in M(nT) will be

"*»•„ dominated by the resolution of the jet
"* energy. We can expect to have a very good

hadronic calorimeter with aE/S ~ 30%//E.
For M(T|rr.) ~ 200 GeV, E i e t ~ 100 GeV, and

1 1 , . 1 AF/H - 3%. This wouldJ lead to a massi 0 ° Soo resolution of around 2%.— However, we will
"IM. H-t.v n0~ ^° ̂ is well due to systematic effects

^ connected with how we define a jet (i.e., how
large a cone) and what energy is outside the

_. ? cone and therefore lost. Some Monte Carlo
g" studies of this problem carried out by

Stumer, Gordon, and Senary indicate that a



mass resolution of + 5% is not unreasonable
for light ouark jets (see Pig- 3a). For
heavy quark jets (i.e.. tt) , the resolution
function has"a broadening on the low mass
side (Fig. 3b) cue to the fact that there
will be semiieptonic decays in the heavy
CTuarJc decay chain with missing neutrinos.
To get around this deterioration in the mass
rssolution, we have to somehow suppress
jets with energetic samiieptonic decays, for
example by selecting only those jets that do
not have an energetic e= or '^ in them. In
this way, we car. hope to attain a mass
resolution of

AH = +
ra —

5%

Thus to summarize, the signature for the
TIT - t + t decay will be a pair of close to
back-to-back jets with transverse momenta
of 50 to ISO GeV/c each.

I a") au- W)

ni

I
i«<» a t *

Fig. 3

Background Rejection

The background to the above signature
is expected to be the high P* large angle
pairs" of QCD jets. These QCD jets will
"nave a very forward-backward angular distri-
bution, while the jets from TIT* decay will
be more isotropic (see Fig. 4f- We therefore
expect the best signal to noise around 90°,
and iir.Dose a selection in rapidity of the
-ets of y = 0 ; 1. The number of background
QCD jet pairs near 90° has been calculated
bv the orogram ISAJET and is shown on Fig. 5,
as a function of the effective mass of the
two jets. We see that the light quark (u,d,
s! and aluon jets dominate and are about
1000 times the lave! of the tt jets. The
;cc + bb) iets are about three times higher
than the tt jets. The expected -iT signals
are shown as the bumps at 200 and 300 GeV.

We can think of two techniques to
reducs these large backgrounds:

1. The shape or the effective mass of
the individual jets. We expect a t quark
jet to be broader and to have some sub-
structure (i.e. have higher internal mass)
than the lighter (b.c.u, etc.) jets. This,
of course, depends on the mass of the t.
For a 20 GeV t quark, with appropriate cuts
we estimate a reduction of the lighter quark
backgrounds by a factor of at least three
with larger reductions if the t quark is
heavier.

2. The charm content of the jet. Assum-
ing that the dominant t decays will be into
b quarks, which will dominantly decay into
c quarks, the t quark jet should have several
charmed particles in each. The light quark
or gluon jets on the other hand will have
charmed particles in them only rarely due to
cc pair production. At Fermilab energies,
cc pair production is ~ 10-3 of the total
cross section. However, this fraction is
likely to be higher in high Pt jets. . There
is no data on this; for the purposes of this
paper, we take the charm content of the
light cruark jets to be as high as 5%. Then
if'we require charm to be present in both
jets in the pair, we can expect a reduction
of the light"quark and gluon jet background
by a factor of 400 or so.

•12 -C£ -Q4 0 0.4 OLS 1.2

Fig. 4
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We would use the high resolution vertex
detector to detect the presence of a charmed
particle in the ;et by seeing several .
particles that do not come from the main
interaction vertex. Figure 6 schematically
illustrates how this would work. The decay
length i - S've. and the decay angle is
typically 9 -» l/y. Thus the impact parameter
s = 19 » TC. For the D* this is ~ 240 \L and
for the D° about 120 M.. For a vertex
detector with a 20 a resolution, and insis-
ting on an imoact oarameter larger than 4c.
we should detect e-S0/240 „ 12% of the D

+1s
and e -

s ° / 1 2 0 ~ 51% of the D°'s, or ~ 61% or
the D's on the average. Since a t quark jet
is expected to have several D's in it, the
probability of missing both D's is (1-0.61)
sr ~ 15%. Tfius the efficiency of tagging
both jess in a pair of t-i jets is (1-0.16)2

~ 0.7. In summary then, we can expect a high
resolution vertex detector to reduce the
light quark jer pair background by a factor
of 400 "or so, and to tag tt jet pairs with
a 70% efficiency.

The combination of the charm tagging
by the vertex detector and the shape of
tne jets is expected to reduce the u.d.s or
gluon jets by a factor of 1/3 x_l/400,_to
below the tt background. The bF and cc jets
are reduced by_a factor of — 1/3 to be at the
level of the tt background. The v - tt
signal should then be visible as a"bump over
the tt background in the effective mass dis-
tribution, as shown in Fig. 7.

:, r o or \
ZiOOO 4A1 ft**J-

Zto 3oo

iCtl") iw. <

Fig- 7

Detection Efficiency for the TIT

A rough estimate of the acceptances and
detection efficiencies for the TIT signal are
as follows:

3ranchint, ratio n T - t+t 0.85(?)

Solid angle acceptance (y=0^1) 0.6

Require no energetic e~ or M~
in either jet 0.4

Charm trigger
D lifetimes detected 0.7
Geometry of vertex detector 0.7

Met Efficiency 0.1

The solid angle acceptance has been
calculated by the ISAJET program. The loss
due to the requirement that neither jet has

1



an'energetic semileptonic decay has been
estimated using a 10% branching ratio for
each semileptonic decay mode of the t or
the b. i.e. t - uVll + .../t - all ~ 10% etc.
The 70% efficiency of D detection has been
discussed in the previous section. We put
in a further 0.7 for the geometric acceptance
of the vertex detector. We thus expect to
see about 10% of the T^'S produced.

Conclusions

At the /a • 0.8 TeV collider, we expect
a total of 2 x 104 n.T produced for a .M(T|T) *
300 GeV (see Fig. 2). With a detection
efficiency of 10%, we should see 2000 nv - tt
decays in the final sample. As shown in
Fig. 7, such a signal would be quite signifi-
cant over the expected tt background. In
fact, things could be ouite a lot worae tnan
our estimates here indicate and a signal
should still be visible.

Table II summarizes the numbers of TI_
events detected above backgrounds for M(TVP)
of 100 to 400 GeV at the two collider ener-
gies considered. We see from this table
that these searches might be sensitive to
masses up to 400 GeV.

It should also be clear that this whole
discussion has been at best at the summer
study level, i.e. there are lots of uncer-
tainties like for examDle the cc content of
high Pt light quark jets. Good mass resolu-
tion, of the order of + 5%, seems critical.
Another challenge will be to develoo a high
resolution vertex detector that can" operate
in the high luminosities envisioned here.
One should therefore interpret this analysds
more in the spirit of what kind of things we
will have to be able to do to search for
these very heavy new particles.

Table It
Exptacad Ra»« Sox nT - e+e Jata for Two

Typical Hadron-Hadron collldara

Cor 10 i«o Runt

100

200

100

400

1
: 100

a<c.3>

2,10""

' 3x10""

a../-
ratal
svanca

2»106

SxlOS

2X10'

Evanci
••C*C»d I

JxlO S '

2x10*

200

2 T«V.

2xlO~33

5 , 1 0 - "

1-SxlO-14

6xlO" !5

^ - 1 0 J

Total
£v*«nca

SxlO1

l .SxlO3

SxlO2

Svanca
Qcctccad i

Jxio3 |

500 \

ISO 1

60 |


